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Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade

Dear Mr Scott,

The risk analyses that have been done in support of submissions to various parliamentary inquiries have
required us to look into broader areas of governance and behaviours in the Department of Defence.
Two such areas fall under the tightly focused program of tomorrow’s public hearing, so the following
information is provided on the basis it may be of assistance to the current inquiry.

Topic 4 – Remediation of Defence’s Financial Statements

The Firm Consultancy Group has done a detailed study of the department’s statutory financial statements
and the associated ANAO audit reports.  Attached is one outcome of this study - a compilation of the
Category ‘A’ and Category ‘B’ risks identified by the ANAO over the period 2001 – 2005.

Notwithstanding the results of the Department of Defence exceed those of all other Commonwealth
entities by some degree and are increasing, it would appear these may be understated from an overall
business risk perspective.  No mention of the risks associated with major capability acquisition projects
(post second pass approval milestone) or major capability development projects (pre second pass
approval milestone) was evident in the reports studied.

Including the risks associated with each of the trilogy of Cost, Schedule and Capability/Performance of
existing capability acquisition projects, such as SEA 1411 – the Super Sea Sprite and AIR 5376 – Hornet
Upgrade and its related activities, would increase these results by some degree.  A similar, potentially
larger, increase in the number of risks, especially in Category ‘A’ – ‘matters which pose significant
business or financial risk to the entity’ – would result if this trilogy of risk sources in the capability
development projects, such as AIR 6000/NACC, were to be included in the tally.

An estimate that includes contributions from these sources of risk into a revised tally of the 2005 results
would be Category ‘A’ - 54, Category ‘B’ – 79.  By its nature, this estimate is conservative.

Military Justice – Chief of Defence Force and Secretary (Afternoon Session)

In 1998, the then Secretary of Defence and Chief of Defence Force promulgated the Defence Service
Charter, a copy of which is attached.  This Charter remained active through to 2002.  Performance under
the Charter is reported upon annually in the Defence Annual Report and to the Minister.  Circa 2003, an
abbreviated version of the Charter replaced the attached document on the Defence internet and intranet
web sites.  Submission No 16 to your inquiry into ADF air enclosed and referred to a copy of the original
Defence Service Charter.  Latterly, the Committee Secretariat has been advised by Defence that this
document is ‘an old document that has been superseded by the web linked pages because of Sept 11’.



A review of Annual Reports dating back to 2000 shows, during 2002-2003, the Defence Service Charter 
was "updated, providing a simplified charter...replaces the original Defence Service Charter issued in 1998."

The experiences of people who have raised issues pertaining to the Military Justice, Complaint
Resolution, and Administrative Review systems with senior officials of the Department of Defence are at
odds with what is stated in both versions of the Defence Service Charter.

The experiences of people and organisations who have provided constructive feedback to senior defence
officials, in keeping with both versions of the Defence Service Charter, are also at odds with what is
stated in these Charters.

As a result of the above, the following questions arise and we respectfully seek your assistance in having
them canvassed with the CDF and the DEFSEC :

1. Is the Defence Service Charter still promulgated under the authority of DEFSEC and CDF?

2. To whom in the ADO does this Defence Service Charter apply?

3. What aspects in the original Defence Service Charter (circa 1998) are not included or required
under the current version?

4. Why are the experiences of people who have raised issues pertaining to the Military Justice,
Complaint Resolution, and Administrative Review systems with senior officials of the
Department of Defence at odds with what is stated in both versions of the Defence Service
Charter?

5. Why are the experiences of people and organisations who have provided constructive feedback to
senior defence officials, in keeping with both versions of the Defence Service Charter, at odds
with what is stated in these Charters?

6. Why aren’t these matters reported in the section on the Defence Service Charter in the Defence
Annual Report and, as per the statement “The following is the full account of the report provided
to the Minister” in each Defence Annual Report (DAR) since 2001, to the Minister.

7. The original Defence Service Charter of 1998 was still in vogue when DAR 2001-02 reported
favourably on the award received from the Institute for Public Administration of Australia for
‘the clear reporting on corporate governance, people management and the Defence Service
Charter’.  Why was it deemed necessary to change the Charter?  Who authorised the change?

There are a myriad of examples of the experiences referred to in 4 and 5 above.  Many are now being
aired in the public domain and are contributory to the retention and recruiting challenges we face in our
Defence Forces.  There are many, many more likely to become matters of public interest given the
behaviours

A contemporaneous example of experiences that have led to Question 5 may be found in The.Firm
bulletin entitled,  ‘The Great Debate – Some Contemporaneous Proof’ (copy attached).

A more dated example can be seen in the attached E-Letter to CDF and DEFSEC et al, dated 18 July
2005 and entitled, ‘Defence Service Charter’.

No responses have been received to either of these feedback contributions.



However, should your Committee need assistance with some specific examples from our research,
including the people/organisations, the issues they have raised, and the senior defence officials to whom
these were referred, we would be more than willing to oblige should our services be needed.  The latter
list is long and pre-eminent in its make-up and includes the CDF (past and present), the DEFSEC (past
and present), the Inspector General-ADF and the Defence Force Ombudsman.

An Adobe PDF copy of this E-mail is attached for your convenience.

Very Best Regards,

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Peter Goon  BE (MechEng)USNTPS (FTE)
Defence Analyst and Consulting Flight Test Engineer
Co-Founder: Air Power Australia @ http://www.ausairpower.net/
Email: The.Firm@internode.on.net
Ph: 
Fax:
Cell: 
A/Hrs:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

“Air Power Australia - Defining the Future”

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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SUBMISSION TO REVIEW OF DEFENCE ANNUAL REPORT 2004-05
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, DEFENCE AND TRADE
PARLIAMENT HOUSE, CANBERRA

ATTACHMENT 1

COMPILATION OF DATA ON MAJOR RISKS
IDENTIFIED IN ANAO AUDITS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND CONTROL STRUCTURES OF COMMONWEALTH ENTITIES
2001 TO 2005



Copyright Australian Flight Test Services, © 2002, 2003, 2004, December 2005

COMPILATION OF DATA ON MAJOR RISKS
IDENTIFIED IN ANAO FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDITS 2001 TO 2005

The Auditor - General Audit Report  - Definitions of Audit Finding Categories

The ANAO rate audit findings according to the potential risk posed to the entity.  The rating structure is as follows:

Category Description

A Those matters which pose significant business or financial risk to the entity and must be addressed as a matter
of urgency.  This assessment takes into account both the likelihood and consequences of the risk eventuating.

B
Control weaknesses that pose moderate business or financial risk to the entity or matters referred to
management in the past, which have not been addressed satisfactorily.  These would include matters where the
consequences of the control weakness might be significant; however there is little likelihood of the
consequences eventuating.

C Matters which are procedural in nature or minor administrative shortcomings.  These could include relatively
isolated control breakdowns, which need to be brought to the attention of management.



Copyright Australian Flight Test Services, © 2002, 2003, 2004, December 2005

Tabular Data Compilation from the Auditor – General Reports for Years Ending 30 June 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, & 2001

2005 2004 2003 2002 2001
Commonwealth Entity

A B A B A B A B A B
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 1 1 0
Attorney-General's Department 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 7
Australian Customs Service 0 6 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 13
Australian Federal Police 0 3 0 4
Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts 0 0 0 2 0 7 0 8 0 18

Department of Defence  5  6 40 49 27 48 10 29 13 32 10 34

Department of Veterans' Affairs 0 2 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 12
Department of Education, Science and Training 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 4
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 0 0 0 3
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 8 0 17
Department of Environment and Heritage 0 8 0 4 0 2 1 13 1 18
Department of Family and Community Services 0 12 0 8 0 6 0 4 1 8
Department of Finance and Administration 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Department of Human Services  7 TBA TBA N/A N/A
Centrelink 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 3 0 11
Health Insurance Commission 0 2 0 21 0 7 1 12 1 20
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4
Department of Health and Ageing 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 5 1 12
Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs 1 4 0 12 0 6 0 14 0 8
Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 2
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 5
Department of Transport and Regional Services 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 9
Department of the Treasury 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 4 1 1
Australian Taxation Office 7 12 1 9 1 5 3 7 1 12
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Services  8 0 9
Australian Securities and Investment Commission
National Archives of Australia 0 3 0 3
Joint House Department (Parliament House) 0 0 0 3
Australian National University 0 1 0 2
Total As Reported 9** 64** 1* 87* 11 96 18 133 17 236
Total Including Defence (disregarding exclusions stated in report) 49 113 28 135 11 96 18 133 17 236

                                                          
5 * In 2004, the number and classification of Category ‘A’ and ‘B’ findings for Defence were not finalised but have been obtained from 2005 reports.
6 ** In 2005, the number and classification of Category ‘A’ and ‘B’ findings for Defence were not finalised but have been derived from body of reports.
7 ‘TBA’ means the audit was still in progress at the time of publication of the report.  ‘N/A’ means not applicable
8 Some entities ceased to be subject to reporting for various reasons eg. change in status, merging with another entity, becoming a prescribed agency, etc.
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COMPILATION OF DATA ON MAJOR RISKS
IDENTIFIED IN ANAO FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDITS 2001 TO 2005


The Auditor - General Audit Report  - Definitions of Audit Finding Categories


The ANAO rate audit findings according to the potential risk posed to the entity.  The rating structure is as follows:


Category Description


A Those matters which pose significant business or financial risk to the entity and must be addressed as a matter
of urgency.  This assessment takes into account both the likelihood and consequences of the risk eventuating.


B
Control weaknesses that pose moderate business or financial risk to the entity or matters referred to
management in the past, which have not been addressed satisfactorily.  These would include matters where the
consequences of the control weakness might be significant; however there is little likelihood of the
consequences eventuating.


C Matters which are procedural in nature or minor administrative shortcomings.  These could include relatively
isolated control breakdowns, which need to be brought to the attention of management.
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Tabular Data Compilation from the Auditor – General Reports for Years Ending 30 June 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, & 2001


2005 2004 2003 2002 2001
Commonwealth Entity


A B A B A B A B A B
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 1 1 0
Attorney-General's Department 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 7
Australian Customs Service 0 6 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 13
Australian Federal Police 0 3 0 4
Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts 0 0 0 2 0 7 0 8 0 18


Department of Defence  5  6 40 49 27 48 10 29 13 32 10 34


Department of Veterans' Affairs 0 2 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 12
Department of Education, Science and Training 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 4
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 0 0 0 3
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 8 0 17
Department of Environment and Heritage 0 8 0 4 0 2 1 13 1 18
Department of Family and Community Services 0 12 0 8 0 6 0 4 1 8
Department of Finance and Administration 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Department of Human Services  7 TBA TBA N/A N/A
Centrelink 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 3 0 11
Health Insurance Commission 0 2 0 21 0 7 1 12 1 20
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4
Department of Health and Ageing 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 5 1 12
Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs 1 4 0 12 0 6 0 14 0 8
Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 2
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 5
Department of Transport and Regional Services 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 9
Department of the Treasury 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 4 1 1
Australian Taxation Office 7 12 1 9 1 5 3 7 1 12
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Services  8 0 9
Australian Securities and Investment Commission
National Archives of Australia 0 3 0 3
Joint House Department (Parliament House) 0 0 0 3
Australian National University 0 1 0 2
Total As Reported 9** 64** 1* 87* 11 96 18 133 17 236
Total Including Defence (disregarding exclusions stated in report) 49 113 28 135 11 96 18 133 17 236


                                                          
5 * In 2004, the number and classification of Category ‘A’ and ‘B’ findings for Defence were not finalised but have been obtained from 2005 reports.
6 ** In 2005, the number and classification of Category ‘A’ and ‘B’ findings for Defence were not finalised but have been derived from body of reports.
7 ‘TBA’ means the audit was still in progress at the time of publication of the report.  ‘N/A’ means not applicable
8 Some entities ceased to be subject to reporting for various reasons eg. change in status, merging with another entity, becoming a prescribed agency, etc.
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D
Defence


The Defence Service Charter


Defence is committed to being honest, open and fair in its dealings with the
Australian community and with all Australians who come into contact with the
organisation.


We take our obligations to the community seriously and are keen to ensure that
high standards of service are reached and maintained.


We commend this Charter to you and welcome your comments.


Secretary
Department of Defence Chief of the Defence Force


July 1998


Service  Charter


The







The Defence organisation …
• exists to ensure the security of Australia, its people and its interests;


• serves all Australians; and


• is accountable to the Commonwealth Parliament, on behalf of the
Australian people, for the efficiency and effectiveness with which it carries
out the Government’s defence policy.


This Charter ...
• is our promise to you that we will maintain the highest possible standards


of service when you are dealing with us; and


• details the options available to you in the event that you are not satisfied
with our performance.


When you contact us, you can expect that …


• your dealings with us will be handled in a professional manner with
courtesy and cooperation;


• privacy and confidentiality will be observed;


• our response to any questions or complaints will be open and accurate;


• all telephone inquiries will be answered promptly during normal business
hours.  We can also be contacted by fax;


• over the telephone we will identify ourselves to you by name and/or
section;


• we will listen to what you have to say and strive to use language which is
clear to you;


• if we are unable to answer your query immediately, we will take your
contact details and ensure that you get a response within two working
days;


• if you write to us we will respond to you, in writing, within 15 working
days and any letters we send will contain a contact name and telephone
number; and


• if we do not meet these standards we will explain what has happened and
try to put things right.  We will not hesitate to apologise if we are wrong.







Help us to help you …


• by treating our staff with courtesy;


• by giving us sufficient and accurate information to enable us to
assist you properly; and


• by providing feedback and comments on the standard of our
performance.


Particular areas where we can help you ...


Certain areas of the Defence organisation deal with the Australian
community directly. These areas include:


Emergency assistance to civil authorities
State and Territory governments may request assistance from
Defence during natural or human-caused disasters.  Defence
provides support, through its agency Emergency Management
Australia, to civil emergency services in situations where local
resources may prove inadequate for the task at hand.


Effective provision of Defence emergency assistance to civil
authorities is based on good communication.  A close working
relationship exists between Emergency Management Australia and
State and Territory emergency management authorities.  If the
support provided by us is not considered satisfactory, or if you need
information and advice, do not hesitate to contact us.


Environmental management
Defence occupies many bases and training areas throughout
Australia and makes use of both public and private land.  Defence
needs continuous training to maintain its combat capabilities, so
managing the environment in which we operate makes good sense.
We also recognise our responsibility as custodians of the land we use
to ensure that environmental values are maintained and, where
possible, enhanced.


Large numbers of Defence personnel are located in the north of
Australia and may operate on land used by indigenous Australians.
We will ensure that Defence personnel respect the cultural diversity
and traditions of these peoples and that our personnel are aware of
their obligations when using this land.







We are in the process of developing Environmental Management Plans for all
bases and training areas.  These plans will, for areas of environmental
significance, include the formation of specific Environmental Advisory
Committees made up of local organisations and interested parties, as well as
representatives of State and Commonwealth regulatory authorities.  This will
ensure that all environmental and cultural impacts of Defence activities are
visible and subject to public scrutiny, and that the community has a formal
mechanism for providing advice to the Department.


Australian Defence Force recruiting and family support services
Each year, we recruit around 10,000 full-time and part-time Australian
Defence Force personnel.  Defence Force Recruiting Organisation staff have
regular contact with the public through visiting schools, colleges and
universities, holding recruiting displays and conducting media campaigns
advising people about careers available in the Australian Defence Force.


Every inquiry and application is treated with due care and the recruiting
process is open and fair.  There are avenues of review available to
unsuccessful applicants.


We recognise that the families of serving ADF members face particular
pressures.  They can be moved at very short notice and can suffer the stress of
their loved ones being deployed on exercises and combat operations.  The
Defence Community Organisation provides family support services such as
child care, education assistance, spouse employment assistance, access to
social workers, and information and counselling.  It also has procedures in
place to provide swift and effective support to the relatives of serving
personnel who may be injured or killed.


Last year, the Family Information Network for Defence (FIND) telephone
information service, operated by the Defence Community Organisation,
handled over 10,000 enquiries.  A freecall number for this service can be
found in local telephone directories.  There is also an established consultative
forum for Service spouses.


Local community liaison
Defence people are drawn from the community, serve the community and
remain part of the community.  Defence bases are located throughout the
country and form an important part of the community in many areas.  Our
aim is to be a ‘good neighbour’ through close involvement and regular
consultation with local residents.







We have established a number of formal consultative arrangements with State
and Territory governments to allow for the exchange of information and to
provide forums for consultation on planning and development issues.  In
addition, many of our bases have well-established forums with local interest
groups through which contact can be maintained and issues of concern
addressed on a regular basis.


Tendering and contracting
Defence spends up to $6 billion a year on a vast range of goods and services
from thousands of suppliers.  Defence signs more than 50,000 contracts for
purchases of over $2,000 each year, with the organisation’s total number of
purchases being well in excess of one million.


Defence uses open and effective competition in purchasing in order to obtain
best value for money.  Defence purchasing officers must follow set purchasing
policies and principles to ensure the integrity of the procurement process.


To ensure that we provide the best possible service …


We will monitor all feedback to see where and how our dealings with the
community need to be improved;


• and we will report to the Minister for Defence on the extent to which we
are meeting the standards set out in this Charter.


Our Annual Report to Parliament will include information on our performance
measured against the standards in this charter and by the feedback we receive
from you;


• procedures are in place which require Defence officials to answer to Parliament
on a regular basis regarding the organisation’s performance and any material
contained within the Annual Report.


Defence will review the Charter every twelve months;


• we will incorporate your comments and suggestions on improvements to our
performance standards; and


• we will consult with you via focus groups and market surveys in order to
confirm that your expectations of customer service are being met.


We will commission an independent external review of the Charter within three
years of the first issue.







Feedback on our performance …


• If you have any concerns or questions, wish to make a complaint or
provide feedback on our performance, please feel free to contact us
via the channels listed on the back of this brochure;


• if you are in any way dissatisfied with the standard of our
performance, please raise this with the area concerned and every
effort will be made to resolve your concerns immediately;


• if this does not rectify the situation, then ask to speak with the
supervisor of the area, who will attempt to find a solution;


• if you are still not satisfied, please put your concerns in writing to
the supervisor;


• you also have the option of writing to the Minister for Defence or
contacting your local Member of Parliament or Senator; or


• if you are still not completely satisfied, you have the right to contact
the Commonwealth Defence Force Ombudsman who may be able
to assist in the resolution of the problem. The toll-free telephone
number is 1800 133 057.


If you want to know more ...


Please contact the Defence Public Affairs Organisation whose details
are listed on the back page of this charter.


Defence
Service  Charter


The







How you can contact us ...


Further information on the Defence Service Charter can be found on the
Defence organisation web page at http://www.defence.gov.au/charters.


This site also provides information on the Defence organisation, careers in
the Australian Defence Force and links to other Defence-related sites,
including the areas mentioned in this brochure.


You can also write to us c/- Director-General, Public Affairs, Department of
Defence, Canberra ACT 2600, or you can call your local office of the Defence
Public Affairs Organisation.


Australian Capital Territory New South Wales
Phone: (02) 6265 2999 Phone: (02) 9563 1111
Fax:      (02) 6265 1099 Fax:      (02) 9563 1411


Victoria/Tasmania Queensland
Phone: (03) 9282 6226 Phone: (07) 3233 4527
Fax:      (03) 9282 6106 Fax:      (07) 3236 1478


Western Australia South Australia
Phone: (08) 9311 2510 Phone: (08) 8305 6305
Fax:      (08) 9311 2507 Fax:      (08) 8305 6529


Northern Territory
Phone: (08) 8935 8474
Fax:      (08) 8935 8321


Defence Publishing Agency
DPA: 32322/98







Defence Service Charter Survey


Did you find this Charter easy to understand? Yes No


Did you find the Charter useful to you? Yes No


Are the standards appropriate to your needs? Yes No


Do you think the standards of service are set at a level that is …


too high about right too low


Do you have any comments on the service standards contained in the Charter?


________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________


What appeals to you the most about the Charter?


________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________


Is there anything you don’t like about the Charter?


________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________


Do you have any other comments or suggestions on how we might improve the
Charter?


________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________


If you have recently dealt with Defence, then …


Were you happy with the way your query was handled? Yes No


Were you satisfied with the procedures used
to answer your query? Yes No


Is there anything you would like to add?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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The.Firm
From: The.Firm [the.firm@internode.on.net]
Sent: Tuesday, 28 February 2006 11:45
To: 'LtGen David Hurley CCDG <david.hurley@defence.gov.au>'
Cc: 'Dr Stephen Gumley, CEO DMO <stephen.gumley@defence.gov.au>'; 'Norm Gray,


Deputy DMO'; 'The Firm Distribution List'
Subject: THE GREAT DEBATE - SOME CONTEMPORANEOUS PROOF


Sensitivity: Confidential


To: Lt Gen David Hurley, Chief of Capability Group


Dear Lt Gen Hurley,


In our last Bulletin, entitled ‘The Great Debate’ (copy attached) we observed that –


“On the first point, of the six cardinal capabilities used to promote the JSF, three of these (radar, sensors
& systems, networked communications) are systems (aka ‘black boxes’) that can and are intended to be
integrated into other aircraft, such as the Super Hornet, A-10, B-2A, F-111S and the F-22A.  Therefore,
they are not unique to the JSF. Using them to promote the JSF over other aircraft is just lame.  Of the
remaining capabilities, the F-22 is considerably more stealthy than what the JSF is intended to be; the
Super Hornet and the F-22 are multi role aircraft with the F-22 dominant in the air superiority role; the
Block 20 F-22 (circa 2008) will have far greater multi role capabilities, all around, than the JSF or the
Super Hornet; and, the JSF will cost well over twice what defence officials have told the Parliament.”


Attached are two media reports, dated the 27th of February 2006, which go to support Air Power
Australia’s and The Firm Consultancy Group’s advice in the first sentence of this observation.  They are
well worth a read.


There are two other points mentioned in these two attachments that are, also, well worth considering.


Firstly, the concerns in relation to the frequency spectrum, in particular interference with commercial
users, which is the primary reason for modification and upgrade of the B-2 radar.  An Australian
domain expert in this area, Dr Viv Crouch, has been flagging the issue of the shrinking nature of the
frequency spectrum with the influx of commercial users for years, now.  He has also been flagging the
risks this presents for military, research and Industry organisations, as well as ways these risk may be
effectively addressed.  Though many at the working levels are rightly concerned, we have yet to see any
real traction on this subject within the senior levels of the organisations whose operations will be most
effected.  Some appropriately resourced leadership, able to coordinate the inputs and requirements of
Australia’s interests would be an effective way of addressing this issue and its incumbent risks.


Secondly, the concerns expressed about the future effectiveness of the Link 16/JTIDS communications
networking system, currently a corner stone of the network centric push within our Department of
Defence and the resulting ‘system of systems’ situating of the appreciation being espoused.


An overview of the technology and some of these considerations is attached in the article entitled,
‘NCW-101 : Part 3’.


The use of ad hoc networks formed part of the Industry Proposal of 2001/early 2002 to the NACC
AIR6000 Project Office, submitted in response to their request for proposals under the Force Mix
Option Market Survey in support of Stage 3 – The Force Mix Option Analysis Stage of the project.







This is not to say that the experts within Defence are not across these concerns and the solution that is
being applied by our friends across the pond – the Tactical Targeting Network Technology (TTNT) and
related ad hoc networks.  However, there is no visibility of such knowledge or understanding in the
planning documents and public representations such as the NCW Roadmap 2005
[http://www.defence.gov.au/Capability/docs/NCW_Roadmap_V2.7.pdf].


Given the defence acquisition system that Dr Gumley and his people in the DMO are diligently working
to improve is still a somewhat ponderous juggernaut, mayhaps this situation presents with an
opportunity to further improve the system.  This situation provides an ideal opportunity to demonstrate
the need for more flexibility in such things as the approval process.  Similarly in the need for retention
of priority and funding support even when a project needs to undergo some significant changes in
direction in terms of the solution/s identified to meet the war fighters’ needs.


On current planning in the DCP and related documents, it would seem that our land, sea and air forces
will be introducing/committing to the Link 16/JTIDS networking system around the time the US forces
will be changing over to ad hoc network communications such as the TTNT system.


No doubt there are difficulties in changing horses mid stream if this, in fact, is the case.  However, if we
only have one hoof in the water or are still in the shallows of the river, maybe there are some
advantages of significance and, moreover, opportunities for maximising return on future investments,
by engaging in some rapid response re-thinking of current plans.


The domain experts within The Firm Consultancy Group and Air Power Australia stand ready to assist
in such a process should you decide to take up the opportunity that has been identified.  We also
recommend determining an estimate of the cost/capability improvements and related savings of such an
opportunity would be one of the first places to start.  Our first cut on this is the reason for writing to you
on this matter with these suggestions and this recommendation.


An Adobe PDT copy of this E-mail is attached in case the formatting is lost in the ‘going through the
ethers via who knows where’ process.


Very Best Regards,


+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Peter Goon  BE (MechEng)USNTPS (FTE)
Defence Analyst and Consulting Flight Test Engineer
Co-Founder: Air Power Australia @ http://www.ausairpower.net/
Email: The.Firm@internode.on.net
Ph: +61
Fax: +61 
Cell: +61 
A/Hrs: +61 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++


“Air Power Australia - Defining the Future”
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Background and Bibliography of JTIDS/MIDS and Ad Hoc Networks in the Australian Context –


The issue of ad hoc networking capability was first raised by Dr Carlo Kopp back in 1999.  Dr Kopp
is one of Australia’s leading domain experts in this area.  Since then he has repeatedly pointed out
the limitations of JTIDS/MIDS in the existing ADF NCW architecture.  It is worth noting that US
contractors L-3 and Northrop Grumman are currently performing experiments on the use of AESA
fire control radars as high speed datalinks, something which was proposed in 2001 as part of the
response entitled ‘The Evolved F-111 Option’ to the request for proposals from Defence.


The following bibliography is provided for background reading as well as tracing the history in the
Australian context on the subject of Link16/JTIDS, its limitations and ad hoc network
communication systems.


1. http://www.ausairpower.net/OSR-0699.html - First Australian reference to ad hoc networks,
predating JTRS TTNT and JTRS WNW


2. Defence Today <http://www.airpowerint.com/> - August 2003 - Network Centric Warfare -
NCW limitations discussed and the potential of ad hoc/JTRS raised.
<http://www.ausairpower.net/NCW.pdf>


3. http://www.ausairpower.net/TE-NCW-JanFeb-05.html - Jamming of JTIDS


4. Defence Today <http://www.airpowerint.com/> - March 2004 - NCW - Buzzwords, Bytes and
the Battlespace – includes discussion on JTIDS limitations
<http://www.ausairpower.net/NCW-MAR04-P.pdf>


5. Defence Today <http://www.airpowerint.com/> - September 2004 - NCW - In the Land
Environment - JTRS and ad hoc discussed <http://www.ausairpower.net/DT-NCW-Aug-04-P-
2.pdf>


5. Defence Today <http://www.airpowerint.com/> - July 2005 - NCW 101 - Part 2 - Digital
Datalinks and Networks – Further discussion on JTIDS limitations
<http://www.ausairpower.net/DT-NCW-2-0705.pdf>


7. Defence Today <http://www.airpowerint.com/> -September 2005 -NCW 101 - Part 3 -
JTIDS/MIDS - Detailed JTIDS critique including jamming considerations.  Not posted on
APAW as yet due to its late release in December 2005.








The.Firm
From: The.Firm [the.firm@internode.on.net]
Sent: Monday, 18 July 2005 10:12
To: 'ACM Angus Houston, CDF'; 'Richard Smith, DEFSEC


[secretary@defence.gov.au]'
Cc: Geoff Earley (E-mail); 'Paul Bluck, Commonwealth Ombudsman


<paul.bluck@comb.gov.au>'; 'Sara Pesenti'; 'McConachie, Vicki CAPT - RAN';
'The Firm Distribution List'


Subject: DEFENCE SERVICE CHARTER


Dear Mr Smith and ACM Houston,


The Defence Service Charter states, inter alia, -


*****************************************


Our Standards...
• Act on a request from the public in a professional and courteous


manner.
• Provide accurate information.
• Respect privacy and sensitivities.
• Respond to phone calls, faxes or emails in 2 working days.
• Reply to correspondence within 15 working days.


These service standards apply in our dealings with external customers and
within Defence.


*****************************************


Since this is one of the instructions issued under the authority of the Defence Diarchy, it would be
reasonable to presume you both have an expectation that Defence and the Defence Community will
abide by this Charter.  If you disagree with this position and this is not the case, we would
appreciate your advice to this effect, explaining the reasons why you disagree.


The two following E-Letters are examples of failures in the application of this Defence Service
Charter.  Others can be provided on issues ranging from ‘the provision from Industry of innovative,
cost effective solutions to Defence capability needs’ through to acts of unacceptable behaviour on
the part of senior officials within the Department (past and present).


Please advise how you intend to correct these failures to follow the Defence Service Charter.


Could you also please advise when we are likely to receive accurate, professional and courteous
responses to the feedback we have provided in aid to assist in fixing what is so clearly broken in
Defence and, as a result, the Defence Community at large.


We are hopeful that you agree these are important matters, worthy of your urgent and concerted
attention.  If you disagree, we would appreciate your advice to this effect, explaining the reasons
why you do not agree.


Yours sincerely,


Peter Goon
Email:      the.firm@internode.on.net
Mobile:    041 980 6476







-----Original Message-----
From: The.Firm [SMTP:the.firm@internode.on.net]
Sent: Monday, July 04, 2005 1:30 PM
To: 'ACM Angus Houston, CDF'; 'Richard Smith, DEFSEC [secretary@defence.gov.au]'
Cc: Geoff Earley (E-mail); 'Paul Bluck, Commonwealth Ombudsman 


<paul.bluck@comb.gov.au>'; 'Sara Pesenti'; 'McConachie, Vicki CAPT - RAN'; 'The Firm
Distribution List'


Subject: FW: THE HIERARCHY OF RIGHTNESS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE


Gentlemen,


This morning’s ‘The Australian’ newspaper reports the new chief of the defence forces as “saying
he will not tolerate abuse in the services”.  As a diarchy, we presume you are both in agreement on
this position and, moreover, will apply this ‘zero tolerance’ policy across the whole of the
Australian Defence Organisation and its activities.  If this is the case, it is most encouraging.  If not,
then we suggest it is incumbent upon you to advise the people of Australia accordingly.


Assuming these are your intentions, we refer you back to our E-letter of 18 Feb 05 and its
attachments (see below).  The evidence presented clearly supports the proposition that there exists
within the Department a ‘policy of exemption and protectionism’ of senior officials responsible for
“abusive leadership behaviour” and, if not actually condoned, such behaviour being tolerated on the
basis of “not wishing to embarrass” the abusers.


The absence of any response to this previous E-letter and the material it provided has only gone to
strengthen the view that such a ‘policy of exemption and protectionism’ may still exist in the
Department.


However, applying a positive outlook to your stated ‘zero tolerance’ stance on abuse, we also
presume you support the findings of the Senate Inquiry, in particular Recommendation No 30.   If
so, then it would be reasonable to expect the case cited below, along with the many others
outstanding for over 12 months, will be addressed as a matter of urgency by an appropriately
resourced task force.


Therefore, as a positive contribution to this process, the following professional Test and Evaluation
based observations and recommendation are offered for your consideration.


Significant value could be added to the activities of such a task force and the reform program
needed to fix what ails the military justice and administrative review systems.  This could be
achieved by injecting into the task force and the reform program, as ‘lessons learned’, those
experiences such abuse has caused so many to endure over the years.  An innovative and very
effective way of doing this would be to engage the most experienced and defence knowledgeable
victims of such abuse to steer the task force and the overall reform program.  The additional benefit
to Defence of such an approach would be to send a clear signal to all, including other victims of
such abuse, that the Department is serious and, moreover, committed to eradicating this ‘cancer’ of
abuse, once and for all.


To this end, we nominate, for your consideration, AVM (R’td) Peter Criss AM AFC to head up
such a steering group.  We also call upon other recipients of this E-letter and other interested parties
to second this nomination.


As to whether Peter Criss will accept such a nomination, we must leave this for you to encourage.
However, it is worth remembering that he was good enough to be the Air Commander during the
East Timor campaign and, by all accounts, performed those duties in an exemplary manner.
Moreover, he is a person who has maintained his integrity, honour and belief in what is right in the
system through some five years of professional and personal hardship brought about by others who
had lost their way.  Clearly, Peter Criss is eminently qualified as well as having the hard won
knowledge and experience needed for the task; and, one would be hard pressed to find a more
appropriate person to steer the military justice and administrative review systems out of the
wilderness.







We look forward to your considered response of this recommendation and not only hope but
encourage this input be received in the spirit in which it is provided, in keeping with the Defence
Service Charter.


A signed copy of this E-letter is also attached.


Yours sincerely,


Peter Goon
The Firm Consultancy Group
Email:      the.firm@internode.on.net
Mobile:    041 980 6476


E-Ltr_Hierachy of 
Rightness_Re...


*******************************************************


-----Original Message-----
From: The.Firm [SMTP:the.firm@internode.on.net]
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2005 1:30 AM
To: 'AM Angus Houston, CAF'; 'General Peter Cosgrove, CDF


<peter.cosgrove@defence.gov.au>'; 'Richard Smith, DEFSEC
[secretary@defence.gov.au]'; 'The Firm Distribution List'


Cc: 'Tony Blunn AO'; 'Paul Bluck, Commonwealth Ombudsman <paul.bluck@comb.gov.au>';
'Rosemarie_Hawke, Commonwealth Ombudsman'


Subject: THE HIERARCHY OF RIGHTNESS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE


Ladies and Gentlemen,


Here are three of the documents, originating from the Department, which go to the proof of an
extant policy of ‘protectionism’ amongst and for some senior departmental officials.  As
observed, this policy (aka ‘circling the wagons’) gets applied when the accountability for such
things as flawed decisions, defective administration and inappropriate or unacceptable behaviour
by a senior official or officials is sought by those affected by these acts.


The application of such a policy leads to very large, quite unnecessary and wasteful costs being
borne by the Tax Payer.  The departmental salary costs, alone, for the staff work associated with
the enforcement of this policy can be measured in the millions of dollars.  Then there are the
Department’s contracted legal costs as well as the costs for the Department’s contracted
independent professional advisers and reviewers whose reports, in turn, are subject to review by
senior departmental officials.


However, the personal and professional consequences for the victims of such behaviour are far
more dire, particularly if they seek any form of redress of the grievance and/or detriment caused
by the actions or behaviour of a senior departmental official or officials.


The documents were obtained under FOI.


For privacy reasons, these documents have been ‘normalised’, inter alia, to encourage the focus to
be on the important issue; namely, that such a policy can exist within the Department, rather than
the distractions the ‘culture of blame’ and ‘stereotyping’ by ‘mind-guards’ in the Department







promote as the important issues.  (Refer Prof Janis’ ‘Groupthink Model’ for the basis of these terms
– Link to  Eight Main Symptoms of Group Think )


Also attached is the copy of Regulation 80 of Defence Force Regulations 1952, as amended, that
forms Annex H to the Defence Instruction (General) on the Redress of Grievance process –
DI(G)Admin 34-01.


Comparing the contents of the three attached documents with Regulation 80 begs the questions:


1. How is the treatment of this officer’s matter (and the matters of others similarly
aggrieved and caused detriment by the flawed decisions and inappropriate
behaviour of some senior departmental officials) seen, by the Department, to be
outside the procedures of DI(G)Admin 34-01 and, therefore, Defence Force
Regulation No 80 of Defence Force Regulations of 1952 (as amended)?


2. Is the existence of such a policy in the upper echelons of the Department a symptom
of the failures within the Australian military justice system or is it a cause?


This information and commentary is provided by The Firm Consultancy Group in response to the
Defence’s request, in its Service Charter, for feedback.  In keeping with the values and ethos of
the Group, this feedback is in the interests of ‘lessons learned’ and ‘continuous improvement’ and
our hope that the political will exists within the current parliament and the Australian Defence
Community to fix things that have been broken within the Department.  Not to make too fine a
point of it, the men and women of the ADF make up one of the finest military and defence forces
in the world supported by the many dedicated and hard working people within the Department.
They, along with their fellow Australians and future generations of Australians, deserve to have
what has been broken in the Department fixed.


Yours sincerely,


Peter Goon
The Firm Consultancy Group
Email: The.Firm@internode.on.net
Mobile: +61 (0) 41 980 6476


Attachments:
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To: The Firm Distribution List 23 February 2006


Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,


The Air Power Australia submission was sent to the JSCFADT Secretariat last week.  The Secretariat
has advised it is likely to be posted up on the Committee’s web site some time after the 1st of March.


The Firm Consultancy Group’s ‘broad bandwidth communications’ to you were deemed necessary to
impart knowledge and information on the imperatives and nuances as well as the nuts and bolts of the
matters now before the JSCFADT inquiry into Australia’s air superiority.  Many of those contributing
this knowledge and information have had to stay in the background for reasons advised previously to
this committee as well as to the many Senate Inquiries into Defence Matters.  With this in mind, I have
endeavoured to communicate the dire importance of this matter with each of you over the past two to
two and a half years.  I would like to think with some success and hope you can agree.  However,
gaining access and imparting information and knowledge is one thing.  Gaining traction on an issue in
amongst the myriad that many of you have to deal with everyday is something else, as my friendly local
member, Mr David Fawcett MP, keeps reminding me.  There are significant costs and risks in such an
undertaking, particularly when it involves trying to engage in exchanges on complex matters with such
extremely busy and driven people like Federal Parliamentarians and their Advisers, as well as Industry
Leaders.  For those in whom one of the obvious risks may have materialised (eg. ‘Who is this goon and
who does he think he is?’), I seek your indulgence for just a little bit longer and, hopefully, your support
so, together, we can achieve the collective aim which now, succinctly put, is:


“To ensure getting the best Air Combat Capability that our Nation can afford for
our fighting men and women, without exposing ourselves to the risks that arise from


having any gap in our air combat capabilities, is assured”


in keeping with the stated belief of our Prime Minister, the Hon John Howard PM, that “each
generation of Australians is obliged to leave our country in better shape than they found it”.


In sharing with you some of the experiences of the latter stages of the journey that we have been on for
over six years now, I have also welcomed the inputs and responses from many of you.  I feel it may be
beneficial to give some feedback on some of the more poignant of these, along with some well
intentioned and, hopefully, thoughtful and thought provoking comments.


Firstly, senior defence officials say that the JSF is the best choice for Australia because of six cardinal
capabilities that are being represented as specific and, somehow, peculiar to the JSF.  These are its
intended stealthiness; its intended multi role capability; its AESA Radar; the suite of additional
sensors/systems it is intended to have (ie. EOTS, DAS, etc); its intended networked communications;
and, its intended affordability.  This view is not shared by all ranks/levels in the ADO nor Industry.


Secondly, the view held by many is that the matters before the JSCFADT inquiry are extremely
polarised and personalised, with the advocates of both points of view strident and committed in their
support of their group’s position.  For whatever reason, this has become a personalised debate on what
appear to be extreme views, maybe because Industry, Academia and private citizens are not seen as
stakeholders in Defence nor having any say in Defence Matters.  Maybe we are being seen by some
people as trying to invade a kind of hallowed turf, which they regard as their exclusive domain.


Thirdly, the process of politics is one of compromise – to seek out the middle ground which, hopefully,
leads to an optimal if not eloquent solution.  If the latter features can be achieved then all the better,
politically, as this reinforces the worth of the political apparatus and its processes as well as those
incumbent within.  The middle ground is where balance and reasonable consensus can be found.
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On the first point, of the six cardinal capabilities used to promote the JSF, three of these (radar, sensors
& systems, networked communications) are systems (aka ‘black boxes’) that can and are intended to be
integrated into other aircraft, such as the Super Hornet, A-10, B-2A, F-111S and the F-22A.  Therefore,
they are not unique to the JSF.  Using them to promote the JSF over other aircraft is just lame.  Of the
remaining capabilities, the F-22 is considerably more stealthy than what the JSF is intended to be; the
Super Hornet and the F-22 are multi role aircraft with the F-22 dominant in the air superiority role; the
Block 20 F-22 (circa 2008) will have far greater multi role capabilities, all around, than the JSF or the
Super Hornet; and, the JSF will cost well over twice what defence officials have told the Parliament.


The second point is historical, well documented and goes to whether the stated values, ethics, conduct
and integrity sought in such manifestos as the Defence Service Charter are a true reflection of what
happens inside Defence.  It is true matters are extremely polarised.  However, the cause is not in
substance but, rather, in process.  The Industry proposal was derived from extensive, detailed and
intellectually rigorous analyses of data and the advice of experts.  The current plans of senior defence
officials are based on opinions, subjective perceptions and pre-conceived ideas, and disregard the advice
of experts in Defence.  The Industry proposal was developed after the public invitation by then Defence
Minister, Mr John Moore, who sought Industry and Academia input to enhance Australia’s defence
capabilities.  However, matters certainly have been personalised, leading to the Industry proponents
being ignored, with prejudice and suffering damage at the hands of senior defence officials.


The Industry proposal of 2001/early 2002 was not an extreme stance, such as the Department’s ‘replace
all with a bright and shiny new, single type aircraft’.  Rather, it is, and was devised from the outset as, a
compromise, being the result of expert advice based on extensive, detailed and intellectually rigorous
analyses.  The force structure model provided is an optimisation across all aspects in the four tightly
interrelated domains of risks, costs, resources and, most importantly, capabilities, over the whole life
cycle.  It is far more capable than; far more cost effective than; and, far less risky than the current plans
of senior defence officials.  It is optimal and eloquent in its simplicity.  This model also enables all the
aspects in each of these domains and the interrelationships between these domains to come under
Australia’s sovereign influence, unlike the alternative being pursued by senior defence officials.


A table of comparison of the two force structure options in this Great Debate is provided below.  The
details on the method of comparison and how the objective scores are determined are outlined in the
Table’s ‘EndNotes’.   Against the 18 cardinal metrics used for this comparison, the Industry proposal of
2001/early 2002 scores +7 which means all 18 requirements are satisfactorily met with 7 exceeded by a
significant degree.  Using the same scale and same method of analysis, the current plans of Defence
score -16 and -13 respectively.


Based on data in departmental advice to the Parliament, an estimate of what senior defence officials
have spent pursuing their current plans, up to 2005, is in excess of $A990.0 million of the $A21,000+
million that these plans are likely to cost by 2016.  A breakdown of this spending figure is – JSF SDD
Contributions ~ $A119m; AIR6000 Phase 1A expenses ~ $A25m; JSF Project Departmental Labour
plus On Costs ~ $A35m; and, F/A-18 HUG ~ $A907m (not including defence personnel costs).


This spending has been part-funded by cuts to the F-111s and their support that, on current estimates,
sees the early retirement of the fleet economically irreversible by the end of 2007, possibly sooner.


All in The Firm Consultancy Group wish the committee members well in their endeavours and
sincerely hope they are successful in achieving the collective aim.


Peter Goon, BEng, FTE (USNTPS)
Co-Ordinator
The Firm Consultancy Group Encl : NACC ZOCT© Table of Comparison - 10 pages
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COMPARISON : CURRENT PLANS OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE (NACC) VS
AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY PROPOSAL (2001)


S
c
o
r
e


AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY SOLUTION


(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &


CURRENT DEFENCE PLANS
S
c
o
r
e


+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


BBRRIIEEFF  DDEESSCCRRIIPPTTIIOONN  OOFF  TTWWOO  NNEEWW  AAIIRR  CCOOMMBBAATT  CCAAPPAABBIILLIITTYY  ((NNAACCCC))  MMOODDEELLSS  FFOORR  AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAA


55 x F/A-22A :
50 full systems, start IOC by 2010
+ 5 attrition aircraft by 2015
AND
36 x F-111s, progressively evolved
by Australian Industry to Evolved
F-111S configuration THROUGH
incorporation of Incremental Block
Upgrades PLUS additional aircraft
and parts from the AMARC 3 at less
than 10% of book value.  Initial
LOT = 2025+ (could be extended)


Up to 71 x F/A-18A HUG aircraft
assuming planned phases of Hornet
Upgrade Program (HUG) have been
completed PLUS Fuselage Centre Barrel
Replacement (CBR) PLUS multiple Minor
Item Submission (MIS) upgrades PLUS
Air 5418 (FOSOW) PLUS Air 5409 (Bomb
Improvement Program) PLUS Tanker
Aircraft to provide range coverage PLUS
cruise missile capability on AP-3C


This model meets needs for:
- Defence Capability
– Manpower challenges
– Economy/Balance of Payments
– Industrial Base Development
– Minimising Dependency Risks
– Leaving a ‘Better Australia’


AAiirr  CCoommbbaatt
FFoorrccee  SSttrruuccttuurree  MMooddeell


Between 75 to 100 x JSF Systems :
Low Rate Initial Production aircraft
(Block 1, Block 2 and Block 3) PLUS
ongoing upgrades to incorporate war
fighting capabilities.  Significant Single
Type dependency risks.  Combat UAV
option in Tranche 3, though wildly
speculative at this stage. 4
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S
c
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r
e


AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY SOLUTION


(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &


CURRENT DEFENCE PLANS
S
c
o
r
e


+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


2 Sub Total CCOOMMBBAATT  CCAAPPAABBIILLIITTYY  MMEETTRRIICCSS Sub Total -10


0 F/A-22A : Standard F/A-18A HUG : None and never will have. -1


0 Evolved F-111S :
Achieved via engine upgrade
(F110 ex F-14D or F119)


SSuuppeerrssoonniicc  CCrruuiissee
CCaappaabbiilliittyy JSF : None and never will have. -1


0 F/A-22A : Standard F/A-18A HUG : None -1


0 Evolved F-111S : Not required.
Primarily stand-off missile carrier
and cruise missile interceptor.  Air
dominance fighter and strike
capabilities provided by F/A-22A


AAllll  AAssppeecctt  WWiiddeebbaanndd
SStteeaalltthh  CCaappaabbiilliittyy


JSF : None
Optimised for ‘Forward’ and ‘Side’ aspect
Best performance limited to X-Band,
only.  Target KPP downgraded to LO from
VLO – an order of magnitude change.


-1


0 F/A-22A : AN/APG-77 5 F/A-18A HUG : None -1


0 Evolved F-111S : AN/APG-80 or
AN/APG-815 via upgrade. Could be
done with funded NRE in support
of mitigating risks on JSF Program


PPhhaasseedd  AArrrraayy  RRaaddaarr
CCaappaabbiilliittyy


JSF : AN/APG-81 5 0


0 F/A-22A : Not required, due F-111 F/A-18A HUG : None -1


0 All F-111 (but R/F-111) : Standard


IInntteerrnnaall  CCaarrrriiaaggee  990000  kkgg
WWeeaappoonnss


JSF : None (CV variant only) -1
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S
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e


AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY SOLUTION


(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &


CURRENT DEFENCE PLANS
S
c
o
r
e


+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


0 F/A-22A : 9,000 kg F/A-18A HUG : 6,800 kg
Typical for generic small tactical fighter


0


+1 Standard F-111 : 13,600 kg


MMaaxxiimmuumm
EExxtteerrnnaall  PPaayyllooaadd


((AAnnyy  WWeeaappoonn  TTyyppee)) JSF : 6,800 kg
Typical for generic small tactical fighter


0


0 F/A-22A : 2 x 450 kg
or 8 x 175 kg


F/A-18A HUG : None
Does not have a weapons bay.


-1


+1 F-111 : 2 x 900 kg


Evolved F-111S: 8 x 175 kg


IInntteerrnnaall  WWeeaappoonnss  PPaayyllooaadd
((SSmmaarrtt  BBoommbbss)) JSF : 2 x 450 kg


or 8 x 175 kg
0


0 F/A-22A : 700+ NMI
- PLUS long range asymmetric sub
sonic cruise for strike, ISR and
electronic attack roles as well as
ferry -  > 1,000 NMI


F/A-18A HUG : 450 NMI
(Requires external fuel tanks to achieve
this range with any effectiveness)


-1


0 Standard F-111 :    1,000+ NMI


Evolved F-111S : >1,300   NMI


Asymmetric, long range cruise
capability for strike, ISR, cruise
missile intercept, and electronic
attack roles as well as ferry.


CCoommbbaatt  RRaaddiiuuss
oonn  IInntteerrnnaall  FFuueell


SSuuiitteedd  ttoo  AAuussttrraalliiaann  IIssllaanndd
CCoonnttiinneenntt  SSttaattuuss


JSF : 650 NMI


Note:  Combat radius yet to be
demonstrated in clean configuration and
carrying external stores.  Expect this will
occur some time after 2006, most likely
in 2008 test program.


-1
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S
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AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY SOLUTION


(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &


CURRENT DEFENCE PLANS
S
c
o
r
e


+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


2 Sub Total CCOOSSTT  MMEETTRRIICCSS Sub Total -6


+1 F/A-22A: (in ‘then year’ dollars)
50+5 Systems $US6,800.0 m


(Subject to negotiation on model -
potential for significant reduction)


Estimate in Australian Dollars
@ 2010 exchange $A9,855.3 m


F/A-18A HUG : $A3,000+ m
PLUS Minor Item Submission
(MIS) Project costs,
Estimate (MIS) $A100m to $A200m
These figures are what Defence calls
‘cash dollars’ which would appear to be
‘then year’ dollars.


-1


0 Evolved F-111S: (in 2004 dollars)
Upgrades $A1,760.5 m
10 x Attrition Acft $A   133.3 m
(PLUS spares eg. wings, etc.)
Total : $A1,893.8 m


VVaalluuee  ffoorr  MMoonneeyy//CCoosstt
EEffffeeccttiivvee


AAccqquuiissiittiioonn  CCoosstt


JSF : $A15,000 m+
NACC Budget - (Assumed ‘then year’
dollars)  Often Stated $US45m per
aircraft is Avg Unit Recurring Flyaway
Cost in 2002 dollars not Price in 2012+


-1


+1 F/A-22A : FMS purchase or
Lease/Buy or combination of both,
with strategic offsets available.
Negotiation Win Themes:
- Strategic Importance to US
- Support for USAF buy/need


F/A-18A HUG : large block upgrades and
multiple Minor Item Submission (MIS)
Projects.


-1


0 F-111 : incremental upgrades to
existing fleet, acquire attrition
reserve from AMARC at less than
10% of book value, as has been
achieved previously.


VVaalluuee  ffoorr  MMoonneeyy  //CCoosstt
EEffffeeccttiivvee


AAccqquuiissiittiioonn  MMooddeell
JSF : Tier 3 partner purchase PLUS large
Loss/Lead and high government
overhead Industry Involvement Program
with no guarantees.


-1
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(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &
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+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


0 F/A-22A : Integrated avionics, 4th


generation engine.


Requirement for life cycle costs to be
less than 60% those of F-15.


Demonstrated in Initial Operational
Test and Evaluation to be on target.


Australia being more than 20% of
world fleet provides great opportunity,
combined with using attrition aircraft,
for Australian Industry involvement in
life cycle upgrades.  Also, stronger
buying and negotiation position.


F/A-18A HUG: Legacy federated avionics;
aircraft undergoing deeper maintenance
for the first time in conjunction with
large suite of modification and
refurbishment projects to be done in
parallel.  Figures derived from analysis of
Defence Annual Reports 1999 to 04,
Defence Capability Plan to 2015, and
previous 6.  PRESENT VALUE $’s in 2004 :


F/A-18A HUG et al
Capital Costs (DCP, MIS) >$A2,241.7 m
F/A-18A HUG (to 2015 7 )
Total Operating Costs >$A3,002.7 m


Total : >$A5,244.4 m


Note : Costs to 20154 vs 2020 for F-111S


-1


+1 F-111 : Mostly integrated avionics, 4th


generation engine via upgrades.
Figures derived from RAAF Air Combat
Capability Paper to Parliament. 8


PRESENT VALUE $’s in 2004 :


F-111 to 2020 (RAAF)
Total Cost of Ownership$A2,224.5 m
Evolved F-111S (Industry)
Total Cost of Upgrades $A1,090.5 m


Total : $A3,315.0 m


VVaalluuee  ffoorr  MMoonneeyy//CCoosstt
EEffffeeccttiivvee  LLiiffee  CCyyccllee  CCoossttss


((NNoottee::    PPrreesseenntt  VVaalluuee  AAnnaallyyssiiss
mmeetthhooddss  uusseedd  ttoo  pprroovviiddee  vvaalliidd
bbaassiiss  ffoorr  ccoommppaarriissoonn..    SSaammee


eessccaallaattiioonn  aanndd  ddiissccoouunntt  ffaaccttoorrss
uusseedd  ffoorr  bbootthh  mmooddeellss,,  wwhheerree


aapppplliiccaabbllee..)) JSF:  Integrated avionics, 4th generation
engine, CAIV and international
partnering.


To be demonstrated in Initial Operational
Test and Evaluation presently projected
to occur circa 2012.


Presumed will meet and achieve metric.


0
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(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &


CURRENT DEFENCE PLANS
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+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


0 F/A-22A : Expected life of 40+
years


F/A-18A HUG : Planned to be completed
sometime after 2010.  Further
upgrades/rebuilds would be required to
go beyond 2015.


-1


0 F-111 : 2005-2025+
(Could be extended, or replaced
with FB-22 or later build JSF or
other capability).


MMiinniimmuumm  ooff
1100  YYeeaarr  RReettuurrnn  oonn


IInnvveessttmmeenntt  PPeerriioodd  AAfftteerr
AAccqquuiissiittiioonn//UUppggrraaddee JSF : Expected life of 30+ years subject


to approval for full rate production
sometime after 2012.


0


3 Sub Total RRIISSKK  MMEETTRRIICCSS Sub Total -13


0 F/A-22A : LOW F/A-18A HUG : LOW in Avionics; HIGH in
Centre Barrel Replacement (CBR);
overall HIGH in schedule since multiple
element project with close
interdependencies which, in turn, is part
of a 5 project CAPSTONE Program which
has yet to be managed as a CAPSTONE.
HIGH risk exposure on aircraft
availability.


-1


0 Evolved F-111S : LOW
Due to extensive research,
knowledge and experience on
aircraft now resident in Industry,
DSTO and, to lesser extent, the
RAAF (latter due to downsizing
and deskilling).


LLooww  AAccqquuiissiittiioonn  RRiisskkss


JSF : HIGH
Potential for significant variations in
capability, cost and schedule timelines
with high likelihood of current risks
materialising and further risks arising
eg. software problems, partners leaving
program,  Congressional intercession


-1
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(PROPOSED 2001)
CAPABILITY,


COST, &
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+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


0 F/A-22A : LOW
Since mature, inproduction design
with buy at end of current
production (low cost end when
NRE recovery and recurring
engineering (RE) costs are at
lowest levels).  Increase of USAF
buy to 300+ units


F/A-18A HUG : HIGH
High probability of additional structural
refurbishing costs, more extensive
rectifications arising from first time
deeper maintenance, and avionics/
weapons upgrades as further delays
development challenges arise in JSF
program


-1


0 F-111 : LOW


LLooww  CCoosstt  RRiisskkss


JSF : Very HIGH – uncertainties in total
numbers will persist until at least 2015


-1


0 F/A-22A : Nil F/A-18A HUG : MEDIUM LOW 0


0 F-111 : LOW
Incremental upgrades of legacy
avionics (cockpit, radar) and
legacy systems (Pave Tack) PLUS
an engine upgrade in the 2010 to
2020 time window.


LLooww  DDeessiiggnn  RRiisskk


JSF : HIGH
Remains in development with difficulties
in performance, weight and cooling
capacity PLUS significant software and
system integration challenges.


-1


0 F/A-22A : LOW
No comparable type exists


F/A-18A HUG : HIGH
Outclassed by Sukhoi Su-27/30/35
fighters in aerodynamic and radar
performance


-1


0 F-111 : LOW
Proven Tier 1 strike platform


LLooww  SSttrraatteeggiicc  RRiisskkss


JSF : HIGH – Tier 2 aircraft outclassed by
larger Tier 1 Sukhoi Su-27/30/35
fighters in aerodynamic performance


-1
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+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


0 F/A-22A : None F/A-18A HUG : Significant Gap
Reduction of precision munitions
delivery capability by up to 62.5%.


Refer Figure 3 of Parliamentary
Submission, “Air Combat Capability”, by
A G Houston, 04 June 2004.  Defence
decision to exclude F-111 from Air 5418,
has made gap deeper and wider.


-1


+1 F-111 : Already has MIL-1760
smart weapons bus making
integration of Air 5418 FOSOW
and JDAM easy (and cheap).  Is
not dependent on refuelling
tankers to provide long range
strike capability to 1,000 NMI.


NNoo  SSttrriikkee  CCaappaabbiilliittyy  GGaapp


JSF :  Ongoing Gap
Up to 37.5% reduction compared with
Defence 2000 White Paper guidance.


-1


+1 F/A-22A : None
Superior in all respects to all
opposing aircraft 9 out to 2025 and
beyond.


F/A-18A HUG : inferior speed, agility,
range vs Sukhoi Su-27/30/35;
significant dependency on AEW&C and
tankers to provide useful  capability


-1


0 F-111 :
Requirement met by F/A-22A air
dominance fighter capabilities


NNoo  AAiirr  SSuuppeerriioorriittyy  GGaapp JSF :
Inferior speed, agility, and range when
compared against Sukhoi Su-27/30/35
family of aircraft, particularly post 2010
configurations; definitely post 2015
evolved growth variants


-1
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+1
0 2008 Onwards PROJECT RISK 2010 TO 2018 +1


0
-1


1
2 METRICS 2018 Onwards -1


+1 F/A-22A : None


“The F/A-22 will be the most
outstanding aircraft ever built.
Every fighter pilot in the Air Force
would dearly love to fly it.”
Air Chief Marshall Angus Houston,
August 2004


F/A-18A HUG : Considerable Gap


Unsuited for bomber and cruise missile
defence due to limited endurance,
limited missile payload and limited
supersonic speed


-1


0 F-111 : Evolved F-111 capability
suitable for bomber intercept,
cruise missile defence and
ISR/Electronic Attack in addition
to established strike roles due to
excellent endurance, superior
payload, high speed and advanced
radar capability10.


NNoo  AAiirr  DDeeffeennccee  GGaapp
JSF: unsuited for bomber and cruise
missile defence due to limited
endurance, limited missile payload and
limited supersonic speed.  The
operational JSF is intended to be a
battlefield strike interdiction / close air
support aircraft with some self defence
capabilities11.


-1


TOTAL NUMBER OF METRICS = EIGHTEEN (18)
A score of zero (0) means the air combat capability system meets or achieves all the defined metrics.


A negative score means the air combat capability system fails to meet one or more of the metrics.
A positive score means the capability system significantly exceeds the requirements of one or more of the metrics.


INFERIOR OUTCOME-: 2010 TO 2018 -16
+7


2008 Onwards


SUPERIOR OUTCOME NNEETTTT  AASSSSEESSSSMMEENNTT
SSCCOORREE  TTOOTTAALLSS INFERIOR OUTCOME : 2018 Onwards -13
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ENDNOTES :
                                                          
1 Allocation of scores based on a Parametric Analysis Scoring System which uses –1, 0 and +1 as a way of establishing an objective means of comparison.  Defence should


be invited to submit its own scores, using this system in keeping with the following guidance:
+1 Subject model significantly exceeds the requirement by some degree or embodies more than the stated metric;
 0 Subject model meets the stated metric or the metric is not applicable to that model; and,
–1 Subject model does not achieve or embody the stated metric.


2 Response to Defence Request for Proposal – “Project Air 6000 Force Mix Option Market Survey”, DTC Air 6000 Technology Group Submission of 25 January 2002 and
supporting proprietary Industry Proposals submitted in accordance with the Defence Capability Systems Life Cycle Management Guide, December 2001, after meeting
with Air6000 Project Office personnel who sought further, detailed information to support their recommendation of the Evolved F-111 Option for Stage 3 of Air 6000.


3 AMARC – Aerospace Maintenance and Re-generation Center at Davis-Monthan AFB, Tucson, Arizona, USA. Over 200 F-111s remain mothballed at AMARC.
4 Since the experts in computer science (in particular, in the artificial intelligence domain) can’t agree on when the capability for safe and effective autonomous operation of


high risk, lethal assets in demanding, hostile environments (such as experienced in air combat) is going to be possible, with predictions ranging from 15 years to 50 years
time to never, it would be fanciful and wasteful let alone naïve for the non expert to commit their integrity and public resources to a date in time.


5 The F/A-22A’s APG-77 radar and the JSF’s APG-81 radar share transmit-receive module technology, computer processing technology, packaging technology, and
multimode capabilities, however, the F/A-22A’s APG-77 is much more powerful, providing twice the detection footprint of the JSF’s APG-81 radar.  While the F/A-22A’s
APG-77 radar provides excellent bombing capability, it remains the most capable air to air  radar ever built.  Conversely, while the JSF’s APG-81 radar provides
respectable air to air radar coverage capability, it is being optimised as a bomber radar to meet the Joint Operational Requirements Document (JORD) and CAIV.


6 Defence Annual Reports 1999 to 2004 inclusive, statutory financials; Defence Capability Plan 2001-10 and subsequent including analysis of activities in current draft;
RAAF Air Combat Capability Paper – A Houston, 04 June 2004; ASPI Strategic Insight – ‘Is the JSF good enough’ – A Houston, August 2004;   Air Power Australia -
A FAREWELL TO ARMS - REVISITED, P A Goon., January 2005; ADA Defender - Winter 2005 – ‘Affordability and the new air combat capability’, P A Goon.


7 Analysis and present value (2004) calculations of total operating expenses for the F/A-18A HUG only taken out to 2015 since fleet numbers start to drop off due to fatigue
and maintenance related lifing issues shortly after 2014 (on the basis of historical flying rate and fatigue damage accrual rates which, if reduced, will effect preparedness).


8 RAAF Air Combat Capability Paper – Air Force Submission to Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade dated 04 June 2004.  Refer Figure 2 – F-
111 Cost of Ownership (Cash) and Table 1 – Ten Year Cost of Retaining F-111 in Service.  Cash flow profile figures are discounted to Present Value (2004) dollars using
the same discount factors (having applied escalation factors, where appropriate) in the analysis and comparison of both models.


9 The design aims of the original F-22A, defined in the 1980s, provided capabilities to defeat opposing next generation fighters and bombers.  By the early 1990s these aims
expanded to include high survivable strike capabilities, resulting in redesignation to the F/A-22A.  Over the last five years these capabilities have been further expanded to
include intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance in high threat situations – the F/A-22A will thus absorb much of the role performed until the 1990s by the SR-71A.


10 The earliest design aims of the original F-111 program, defined during the early 1960s, were to provide a bomber for the US Air Force and an interceptor for the US Navy,
to protect naval forces from Soviet bombers and cruise missiles. As the F-111 proved too large for aircraft carrier deployment, only the bomber variants were built.
The F-111 thus retains the endurance, payload and high speed required to provide defence against bombers and cruise missiles.  The Evolved F-111S proposal exploits this
inherent capability to expand the utility of the F-111.  Refer Parliamentary Submission entitled ‘Evolving Force’, C Kopp and A Cobb, October 2003 and ‘Rationale’.


11 While the JSF is often loosely described as ‘multi-role’, its performance and avionics capabilities are mostly weighted to provide battlefield support capabilities for ground
troops rather than capabilities to defeat opposing air superiority fighters, opposing bombers and provide long range strike.  In US service, the JSF is planned to replace the
AV-8B Harrier and A-10 Thunderbolt II, as well as F-16s and early model F/A-18s, all aircraft types used exclusively or mostly for supporting ground troops since 1995.


Ψ Copyright © Air Power Australia and Associates, September 2005  -  Permission is granted for the use and distribution of these works, in particular and specifically, to the
Parliament of Australia and the Department of Defence, provided that full attribution for these works is stated and included in such use, that the rights of the owners are
protected and that any results, outcomes, gains and/or improvements to the status quo at the time these works were produced that directly or indirectly arise from the
provision of these works are attributed in their origins to the authors and owners of these works.



http://www.ausairpower.net/

http://www.ausairpower.net/SR-ADF-2003-Submission.pdf

http://www.ausairpower.net/SR-ADF-2003-Rationale.pdf

http://www.ausairpower.net/NACC-Defender-Winter-2005.pdf

http://www.ausairpower.net/FTAR-PAG-180404.pdf

http://www.dm.af.mil/AMARC/

http://www.defence.gov.au/annualreports/

http://www.defence.gov.au/dmo/id/dcp/dcp.cfm

http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/jfadt/defenceannualreport_2002_2003/dar_subs.htm
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First flight of B-2 with modernized radar expected around 
April 
BY: MICHAEL SIRAK, DEFENSE DAILY 
02/27/2006 


 
The Air Force expects to begin flight testing around April of 
the first Northrop Grumman [NOC] B-2A stealth bomber 
aircraft that is being outfitted with an upgraded radar system, 
according to the service and industry officials overseeing the 
work. 
  
     The service is modifying the B-2A's existing APQ-181 
multimode navigation and attack radar, built by Raytheon 
[RTN], to prevent a potential spectrum conflict starting as 
soon as 2007 with worldwide users of commercial satellites 
that transmit high definition TV and digital motion picture 
signals (Defense Daily, June 14, 2002). 
  
     The changes include incorporating two active 
electronically scanned array (AESA) radar antennas onto the 
aircraft, one for each side, along with some improved 
computer processors. The upgraded radar will still operate in 
the Ku-band, but use a different frequency to prevent 
damaging the commercial satellites. 
  
     Raytheon expects to deliver the first set of arrays to the 
Air Force by early March for integration on to the dedicated 
B-2A test aircraft at Edwards AFB, according to the industry 
officials. 
  
     Mike Henchey, Raytheon's director of business 
development for Air Combat Avionics, said the arrays have 
performed extremely well in laboratory testing to date. 
  
     "They are continuing to come in under cost and over 
performance,"  
h t ld D f D il li thi th  
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he told Defense Daily earlier this month. 
  
     All 21 B-2As will receive the new arrays, with installation 
on the first operational B-2As starting in 2007, said Gene 
Frasier, Northrop Grumman's vice president and integrated 
product team leader for Long Range Strike. 
  
     "They will have airplanes with radars in them in 2007," he 
said. 
  
     While the upgrade is principally to address the frequency 
issue, it lays the foundation for follow-on enhancements, 
these officials said. 
  
     "The initial step on the radar modernization was to 
upgrade the antennas," said Henchey. "That solved the 
frequency issue. The desire has been to move forward after 
that with additional upgrades." 
  
     Accordingly, he said, "Raytheon and Northrop are 
partnering close together to take the next significant step, 
which is to upgrade to a high-resolution synthetic aperture 
radar capability, so that you can make high resolution maps." 
  
     While such capabilities are on the Air Force's roadmap for 
the bomber, the service has not yet established validated 
requirements for them or earmarked funding to pursue them, 
according to Air Combat Command. 
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Plan to fit existing fighters, ISR aircraft with TTNT in final 
stages 
BY: JOHN T. BENNET, INSIDE THE AIR FORCE 
02/27/2006 


 
Air Force information technology officials are readying a plan to retrofit the 
service’s surveillance aircraft and its F-15 and F-16 fighters with a next-
generation datalink, a senior official tells Inside the Air Force. 
 
The move to the Tactical Targeting Network Technology-based waveform is “not 
just about the F-22A and the F-35, it’s also about getting this capability back on 
our F-16s and F-15s and on our ISR platforms,” Lt. Gen. Michael Peterson, the 
Air Force’s warfighting integration director and chief information officer, said in a 
Feb. 10 interview. 
 
As for when his office would prefer those fighter and ISR fleet upgrades to begin, 
the three-star said: “The sooner, the better.” 
 
TTNT is an Internet protocol-based, high-speed, dynamic ad hoc network 
designed to enable service platforms to quickly target moving and time-critical 
targets, according to a Rockwell Collins fact sheet. The system is capable of 
transmitting two megabits of data over 100 nautical miles in two milliseconds, 
allowing sensors to correlate information among multiple platforms and pinpoint 
time-critical targets, the fact sheet says. 
 
ITAF late last year first reported the Air Force’s plan to move from Link-16 to the 
newer TTNT on its F-22A fleet, beginning with the Raptors slated to roll off the 
assembly line in 2009 (ITAF, Dec. 2, 2005, 1). 
 
By contrast, Link-16 provides existing aircraft with a jam-resistant, secure digital 
data transfer network with a standardized waveform and data format, thus 
allowing intra- and inter-flight communications, according to service documents. 
 
Several Air Combat Command officials have told ITAF that they have determined 
Link-16 will fall short of the service’s future data transmission requirements. In 
early December, an ACC official said another key factor that spurred the move to 
TTNT was a concern with the Link-16’s system architecture. 
 
“Within the Link-16 architecture, there are different subnets that are grouped for 
varying reasons,” the colonel said. However, those components “use different 
capability to communicate with each other and there’s some limitations there,” he 
noted. 
 
Peterson said his dual-tasked chief information-warfighting integration shop is in 
talks with the Joint Tactical Radio System program officials about how existing 
aircraft will be fitted with TTNT. “I think we’re close” on reaching an agreement on 
how the retrofits should be carried out, the three-star said.
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how the retrofits should be carried out, the three star said.
 
“With what we want to do, I think they’re going to be able to do it,” he noted, 
referring to the JTRS office. “The discussion is in what order and the timing.” 
 
The CIO said the two offices are in “final discussions” about the retrofit plans. 
 
Additionally, Peterson told ITAF that service high-tech officials would prefer to 
work with Rockwell Collins to develop a way to swap out existing fighters and 
planes’ Link-16 and TTNT systems in quick fashion. 
 
“We would love to have TTNT in what we call a form-fit factor,” Peterson said. “In 
other words, inside a box that you pull out a radio that’s in an F-16 or an F-15 
now and push in a box and you’ve got a different suite of capability.” 
 
Service officials have explained the move to TTNT with sweeping descriptions 
about the system’s “increased capability” when compared to the older Link-16. 
But Peterson, during the interview with ITAF, offered two battlefield examples of 
how the newer data link is expected to benefit warfighters where Link-16 would 
likely not allow as much data to be passed and shared. 
 
The CIO described a situation where a fighter aircraft fitted with a high-tech 
targeting pod could be tasked with flying near a potential target to capture images 
that could be used in planning and carrying out an operation to eliminate it. If 
such a fighter is equipped with Link-16, it would be unable to pass that 
information back to commanders in a central headquarters. TTNT, officials 
expect, will allow a fighter pilot to capture such pictures, and quickly transmit 
them back to a warfighting headquarters. 
 
Peterson also said equipping fighters and ISR planes with the new datalink 
should allow pilots to communicate better with joint tactical air controllers (JTACs) 
on the ground. “Right now, if you’re communicating with that [JTAC] on the 
ground,” personnel typically use “voice and message text,” he said. That means 
the back-and-forth chatter, with combat distractions all around, is rather clunky. 
“It’s not a rich flow of information,” Peterson said. 
 
Though Air Force officials are focusing first on equipping next-generation and 
existing fighters and ISR aircraft with TTNT, Peterson noted other stalwarts of the 
service’s combat fleet could soon become candidates to receive TTNT -- or a 
more-advanced data link. 
 
“Eventually, we will need to have an airborne networking waveform on our airlift 
aircraft,” he said. If the service and Rockwell can develop an upgrade box for the 
F-15s and F-16s, he cautioned such a device might not apply to the service’s 
airlifters. “The box or the radio that fits in an [airlifter] is different from a box that 
fits in a [fighter] because they have different needs,” he explained. 
 
The service formally began the move to TTNT on its next-generation aircraft last 
October when Peterson’s predecessor, then-acting Chief of Warfighting 
Integration and Chief Information Officer Lt. Gen. William Hobbins, urged the 
Raptor program’s executive officer, other service program managers and major 
command officials to embrace a TTNT-based approach. 
 
To meet the fielding requirement time lines and follow through on 
recommendations by the Joint Tactical Radio System joint program office 
airborne networking waveform assessment team TTNT “will be used to satisfy
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airborne networking waveform assessment team, TTNT will be used to satisfy 
joint airborne networking-tactical edge requirements and must be incorporated on 
all airborne platforms planning to field JTRS and/or the integrated 
communications navigation IFF avionics solutions,” the three-star said in an Oct. 
14, 2005, memorandum. The missive also was signed by then-acting Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Air and Space Operations Maj. Gen. Norman Seip. ITAF 
obtained a copy of the document in early December. 
 
All ground platforms “requiring direct connectivity” to JTRS-enabled vehicles must 
also incorporate TTNT, the memo states. 
 
Service officials have said installing TTNT on Raptors and other next-generation 
aircraft after the first F-22As get the new system in 2009 should not drive up the 
cost of new planes. At press time (Feb. 23), a service spokesman had not 
returned a reporter’s e-mail seeking cost estimates for the fleet-wide upgrades. 
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JTIDS / MIDS
The Joint Tactical Information Distribution
System (JTIDS) network, and its evolved
offspring MIDS (Multifunction Information
Distribution System), form the defacto
standard military digital network in use
today – dominating military network
installations in the coming decade until
its planned replacement, the Joint
Tactical Radio System (JTRS), finishes
development and is deployed in
sufficient numbers to matter.


Part
3


Contrary to commonly held belief, the JTIDS
network and MIDS are not new technology, even if
many current production terminal equipments are
more recent designs. The JTIDS modulations and
protocols devised during the 1970s in the US and
NATO countries use a combination of modulation
technique invented in 1942, error correction coding
invented in 1960, and a timesharing technique of
similar vintage.
JTIDS/MIDS is also a limited networking scheme in
terms of coverage footprint and achievable network
capacity or throughput. At first, its architecture
aimed to provide situational awareness data and
targeting data in air defence operations, but this
has constrained its utility in a number of ways.
These limitations aside, JTIDS/MIDS provides
valuable capabilities, many of which have never
been seen before. Perhaps the most important of
these include transparency, the ability to network
assets without significant operator intervention,
and ubiquity (the ability to connect air, land and sea
assets seamlessly).
To gain a good picture of the strengths and
limitations of JTIDS/MIDS, three aspects of the
design need to be explored. The first is how it
encodes and protects data, the second is how it
addresses individual network terminals, and the
third is the geometrical constraints on its coverage.
Inevitably many design features overlap these
three aspects, which historically has been a cause
of much confusion to the uninitiated.


How JTIDS/MIDS
carries data
JTIDS/MIDS, termed a 'Spread Spectrum Multiple
Access' system, uses spread spectrum radio
techniques to provide a mechanism for multiple
terminal access. This simple language conceals
considerable complexity.
It did not achieve prominence until the middle of
the Cold War, as the complexity of such designs
made them expensive to build.
There are two basic categories of spread spectrum
techniques, and both are used in JTIDS/MIDS.
Frequency hopping spread spectrum techniques
were the first to be introduced and the most widely
used in military communications.
The basic idea underpinning all frequency hopping
radios is that the frequency or wavelength of the
radio carrier wave continuously hops around over


time. Typically, a pseudo-random coding scheme is
used to determine the next frequency to which the
carrier wave should hop. Unless a receiver knows
where the next hop will be, it cannot capture the
signal and decode it. A hostile intercept receiver
sees a carrier wave popping up and disappearing
continuously over time, within some range of
frequencies unique to the radio design.
Frequency hopping is used since it is very effective
at frustrating hostile radio jammers. In a
conventional radio scheme, the carrier wave sits
constantly at some operating frequency and a
hostile jammer can be easily tuned in to interfere
with it. As the pseudo-random hopping code is kept
secret, only authorised receivers knowing that code
can anticipate where the frequency hopper will hop
to next. Without this knowledge the jammer is
frustrated.
Because radio waves travel at the finite speed of
light, a frequency hopper that hops quickly creates
much difficulty for a hostile jammer. By the time the
hopped signal has propagated from its source to
the jammer, it is apt to have hopped again to a
different operating frequency. The jammer is thus
forced to play a futile game of catch up.
There is a price to pay for the increased jam
resistance of the frequency hopper. Because the
frequency hopper only uses a small fraction of the
available radio bandwidth at any time, the amount
of data it can carry is reduced accordingly. A rough
measure is that a tenfold improvement in jam
resistance is paid for by a tenfold reduction in data
throughput.
Frequency hoppers are not immune to jamming,
but force up the cost of jamming equipment
considerably since the jammer has to emit a
jamming signal in each or most of the frequency
slots the frequency hopper jumps between. In
effect, an opponent has to maintain a battery of
jammers to straddle much of the frequency range
the frequency hopper operates in. Ten times as
much jam power means a ten times bigger
jamming system.
The second spread spectrum technique used is
termed 'direct spreading'. It is simpler than
frequency hopping and is also widely used. In a
direct spreading design each digital '1' or '0'
transmitted is replaced by a pseudo-random string
of '1's or '0's. Unless a receiver knows what the
pseudo-random encoded string is apriori, it has no
means of knowing whether the data sent is a digital
'1' or '0'.
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JTIDS Frequencies. JTIDS hops between a total
of 51 separate frequencies (US Navy).
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Like frequency hoppers, direct spreading systems
can have good resistance to jamming. The rough
measure is that jam resistance is improved by a
ratio equal to the number of '1' or '0' transitions in
the pseudo-random sequence used to encode the
direct spreading message. As with frequency
hoppers, the price to be paid is a reduction of
achievable data throughput per radio bandwidth, in
proportion to the length of the pseudo-random
spreading code.
As an example, a conventional radio using 100 MHz
of radio bandwidth might carry 150 Megabits/sec
of data, but can be easily jammed by a hostile
signal of similar strength. A spread spectrum radio,
which uses the same 100 MHz of radio spectrum,
might only carry 1 Megabit/sec of data, but can
cope with nearly 100 times more hostile jamming
power before it gets into difficulty.
In summary, spread spectrum techniques can
provide vastly better jam resistance than
conventional digital radio links, but per given radio
bandwidth pay for this in a proportionate reduction
in how much data they can carry. Spread spectrum
radios can be intercepted only if the opponent
knows what pseudo-random spreading codes are
being used.
Spread spectrum techniques have another
interesting feature also exploited in JTIDS/MIDS.
This feature is contingent upon the mathematical
properties of the pseudo-random codes being
used. If these codes have a property called
'orthogonality', in which a mathematical operation
called 'correlation' between any two codes
produces a result of zero, then two or more spread
spectrum radios can operate within the same


bandwidth at the same time. Each
radio sees its peer's signals as little
more than background noise.
Again there is a price to be paid.
This is because the jam resistance
is reduced in proportion to the
number of spread spectrum radios
with unique codes sharing the
same radio bandwidth. As always
there are no free lunches in this
game.
The baseline JTIDS/MIDS system
hops at around 77,000 times per


second. Each hop puts it into one of 51 radio
frequency slots, each separated by 3 MegaHertz.
The slots are fixed in the L-band, shared with IFF
secondary radar signals, starting at 969 MegaHertz
and ending at 1206 MegaHertz. Two blind 'notches'
are excluded to allow IFF to share the radio
bandwidth.
Within each hop of the baseline JTIDS/MIDS
system, the signal is further encoded by way of
direct spreading techniques, using a specific
method termed Cyclic Code Shift Keying (CCSK).
This second layer of 'spreading' converts 5 bits of
raw digital data into a 32-bit pseudo-random
sequence, transmitted in a short 6.4 microsecond
'pulse' (effectively a tiny burst transmission).
Without knowing both of these pseudo-random
spreading codes an opponent can neither intercept
the signal nor retune a jammer quickly enough to
jam efficiently. If we look at the baseline
JTIDS/MIDS system in perspective, it is
transmitting tiny 5-bit chunks of data 77,000 times
per second, these chunks each encoded pseudo-
randomly and hopped between 51 different radio
frequencies pseudo-randomly. It is this mechanism
that provides JTIDS/MIDS networks with good jam
resistance and reasonably good security.


How JTIDS/MIDS
addresses stations
The JTIDS/MIDS system provides a shared channel
between numerous stations. To allow stations to
share the channel and be able to uniquely address
each other, another mechanism is required. This
mechanism is termed Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA), and has been used in commercial
digital communications since the 1960s.
TDMA schemes rely on the idea of dividing time
into a large number of typically identical time slots.
Each specific channel to be carried is then
allocated its own time slot. When that time slot
comes up, a transmission is sent and received by
the pair of stations sharing the slot. All stations take
their turn, according to the preprogrammed slot
allocation. The rest of the time both stations do
nothing, waiting for their slot to arrive. These
schemes are inherently 'cyclic', in that, the
sequence of slot allocations repeats again and
again. If the rate at which these repetitions occurs
is fast enough, a user communicating through a
channel using time slots in this system simply sees
a channel that can carry however many bits per
second of data.
All TDMA schemes must have a protocol that
defines when time slots start and stop, and who
can use which time slot. Without such a protocol,
chaos would be inevitable. In the baseline
JTIDS/MIDS system a twelve second cycle is used,
divided into 1536 individual time slots. Each time
slot thus has 7.8125-millisecond duration.
Within each of these time slots a JTIDS/MIDS
station transmits multiple pulses each of 5-bits of
data. The standard specifies either 72, 258 or 444
pulses per time slot. Each of the 6.4 microsecond
duration pulses is separated in time by at most 6.6
microseconds.
What this means in practical terms is that each slot
permits the transmission of a chunk of raw data of
between 360 and 2220 bits in size every 7.8125
milliseconds, for a raw data transfer rate between
46.08 kilobits/sec and 284,160 kilobits/sec. That
data rate is shared between all of the stations
participating in the network.
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JTIDS design was conceived to support
interceptors orbiting over Germany intended to
stop waves of Soviet fighters. Updating each
interceptor with threat data once every twelve
seconds is a reasonable worst-case number. The
gaps between pulses were set to reflect 1970s
receiver designs, which require finite time to hop
frequencies, and to minimise the time available to
jammers. If you are hopping frequencies every 13
microseconds and transmitting for only 6.4
microseconds, a jammer must be at a distance of
much less than 2 km if it is to have any hope of
jamming the tail of each pulse, having detected the
beginning of the pulse.
JTIDS/MIDS however uses a third mechanism to
cause grief to opponents, although it is not always
used. If we assume a pulse every 13
microseconds, and no more than 444 pulses per
each 7.8125 millisecond time slot, we find a visible
discrepancy in the numbers. Only 5.8 milliseconds
are being used for actual transmission (3.354 for
258 pulses and 0.9 for 72 pulses), against a slot
duration of 7.8125 milliseconds.
The remaining time provides a time allowance for
the radio signal to propagate to all stations in the
network, and to allow intentional random jittering
of the time at which the transmission starts in
order to further confuse eavesdroppers.
The minimum time available for propagation and


jittering is 2 milliseconds, during which the signal
can travel 315 nautical miles less jitter time. In
practice, a JTIDS/MIDS footprint of around 300 NMI
is assumed.
The JTIDS/MIDS system is a good example of a
layered approach to resisting hostile jammers,
carefully melded with a relatively conventional
TDMA scheme for sharing bandwidth.
Because of the type of pseudo-random codes
used, the JTIDS/MIDS system allows 128 unique
hopping codes. If more than one of these codes is
in use at the same time, the network is said to be
'stacked'; it is concurrently operating between two
sets of network terminals and sharing the
bandwidth between them. The technique of
'stacking nets' is widely used but can often result
in reduced throughput since the degradation in the
effective noise floor can result in increased data
transmission error rates.
When 'stacking nets' the cited limit is usually 20
concurrent hopping patterns before error rates
produce significant impact. In the presence of
jamming this will inevitably be reduced. If we
assume each MIDS/JTIDS net is carrying data at
54 kilobits/sec (STDP see below), then stacking 20
x 54 kilobits/sec yields and aggregate capacity of
about 1 Megabits/sec. For comparison, a single
digital TV channel with MPEG encoding consumes
twice that capacity.
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Like most modern digital communications
protocols, the Link-16 protocol transmits data in
discrete and tightly defined chunks, termed
messages. Each of these messages contains a
data 'payload' and additional bits to facilitate its
use. While the data payload is the useful content,
the system cannot function without the other
components of the message.
The JTIDS system has seen ongoing evolution of its
message formats. Early JTIDS Class I terminals
fitted to E-3A AWACS and F-15C fighters used a
message format called Interim JTIDS Message
Format (IJMS), which has been superceded in later
Class II terminals with the full Link-16 message
format defined in the US Mil-Std-6016 standard.
TADIL-J is a US Navy designation, Link-16 US Air
Force and NATO.
Link-16 messages come in a variety of formats.
The essential tradeoff is the data throughput versus
jam resistance. Message packing formats that
carry less data have better jam resistance.
The basic structure of all Link-16 messages is that
of a block of 36 synchronisation and header double
pulses followed by the actual message payload.
The 16 double pulses allocated to the synchronis-
ation function allow a receiver to lock on to the
JTIDS transmission prior to demodulating and
decoding the transmission. The 16 double pulses
comprising the header contain information that
identifies the message. An additional four double
pulses are included to allow control of timing.
The actual payload then contains either digital data
for transmission between computers using the link,
digitally encoded voice communications, or a
unique message for Round Trip Timing (RTT). The
system can also add redundant data to protect the
message from bursts of transmission errors,
typically as a result of hostile jamming.


This Error Detection And Correction (EDAC)
mechanism uses Reed-Solomon (R-S) 15/31
encoding which provides the ability to correct up to
50 per cent of the encoded data if it is corrupted in
transit. This is achieved at the cost of committing
31 bits of message to carry only 15 bits of actual
content. Yet again jam resistance is improved, but
at the cost of halving throughput. Voice channels do
not use R-S EDAC capability. It is worth observing
that Reed-Solomon coding is the basic technology
used in CD and DVD data protection.
The payload is made up of chunks of data termed
Link-16 words, each of which contains 70 bits of
data and 5 parity bits for protection.
There are four basic Link-16 message formats
used. Some of these transmit every data pulse
twice to achieve 100 per cent redundancy for
improved jam resistance, but also to compensate
for propagation problems.
The Standard Double Pulse (STDP) message format
has the lowest throughput but best jam resistance.
It is typically used to carry three or six 70-bit Link-
16 words, permitting each slot to carry 210 or 420
bits of data.
The Packed-2 Single Pulse (P2SP) message format
doubles throughput compared with the STDP
format, but does so at the loss of jam resistance
provided by redundant double pulse transmission.
It carries six 70-bit Link-16 words per slot.
The Packed-2 Double Pulse (P2DP) message
format doubles throughput compared with the
STDP format, but sacrifices the jitter capability,
again at the expense of jam resistance. It also
carries six 70-bit Link-16 words per slot.
The best throughput is provided by the Packed-4
Single Pulse (P4SP) message format, which has the
weakest jam resistance, as the double pulse
redundancy and jitter are not used.


Why the gaps between pulses, and why the
sedate cyclic rate for the times slots


The Link-16/TADIL-J messaging format


Actress and 
musician’s legacy


Hollywood actress Hedi Lamarr and musician
George Antheil invented spread spectrum
modulation techniques in 1942, while using a
player piano to control frequency hops.
Hedi Lamarr’s controversial nude appearance in
the film Ecstasy in 1933 may have secured her
an acting career, but many would be surprised in
her interest and competency in technology and
the science of advanced warfare.
After fleeing Austria in 1937, Lamarr moved on
to Hollywood and later teamed up with
composer George Antheil in what was to
become one of the most unlikely pairings to
support the U.S. war effort.
Lamarr’s interest in technology was
complemented by Antheil’s knowledge of music,
and the two began discussing how to solve the
problem of American torpedoes being jammed
by Nazi signals. Antheil helped Lamarr discover
through music the key to communication
methods that were immune to the then-current
jamming techniques.
Antheil had become well known for developing
symphonies using several instruments and sonic
mechanisms. Although Antheil credits Lamarr
with being the brains behind their joint
developments, there’s no doubt that his vision of
synchronization influenced what was to become
Lamarr’s concept for discrete radio
communication.
The initial concept for their torpedo guidance
system was literally scribbled in pencil on an
envelope from Antheil’s home. The essential idea
entailed jumping from frequency to frequency to
elude jamming. The challenge involved
synchronizing the hops of both the sender and
the receiver—as in musical orchestration.
Antheil and Lamarr’s work culminated in U.S.
Patent 2,292,387, “Secret Communication
System,” granted on August 11, 1942.
What Lamarr and Antheil gave the U.S. military
and the world was the concept of frequency
hopping, which broke the conventional mold of
communicating over a single frequency.
Neither Antheil nor Lamarr made any money
from the ideas captured in their patent, even
though it is the basis for hundreds of others that
followed. Out of a sense of patriotism, both
decided to donate the patent to the U.S. war
effort. The profound implications of this
discovery marked a transformation from narrow
thought and opened up the wide world of
spreading communications across frequencies.
Even though no one could make the device
described in the patent function at the time, the
U.S. military classified the patent and held the
concept under tight security for decades.







Link-16 message types
Link-16 is characteristic of modern military
datalink designs, in that, it uses many dedicated
message types for specific purposes, in addition to
voice channel capabilities.
The Precise Participant Location Identification
(PPLI) message type is widely used and a good
example. This message type contains mission unit
identification (JTIDS Unit (JU), IFF codes, unit type,
mission identifiers, platform location and platform
velocities, navigation accuracy, and datalink status.
The Round Trip Timing (RTT) message type is used
to maintain timing synchronisation between JTIDS
terminals in a network. RTT-I interrogation
messages are usually generated by platforms that
have difficulty synchronising; an RTT-R response
message is then sent by a platform with more
accurate timing to enable synchronisation to be
corrected.
Each JTIDS terminal can support two digitised
voice channels, termed "Voice Group A" and "Voice
Group B". Typically these channels are stacked on
different nets. This message type uses 930 bits in
each slot for digitised voice.
The MIDS/JTIDS system uses encryption
techniques to protect payloads. Crypto variables
(numbers) are used to select the pseudo-random
frequency-hopping pattern, the jitter time, and the
spreading pattern for each pulse. Additional crypto
variables are used to encode the message
payloads. Terminals have the architecture to permit
cryptographic separation between nets being used
concurrently.


JTIDS access methods
While MIDS/JTIDS is a time division multiplex
system, in which timeslots are allocated to
individual users for data or voice transfers, the
system requires further enhancement to permit
more flexibility in an environment where many user
terminals may need access. In comparison,
commercial TDM systems typically lack this
capability and are designed with quite rigid
schemes for allocation of slots.
MIDS/JTIDS timeslots are typically reserved as
Transmit, Receive or Relay Transmit slots. A
terminal cannot transmit in a slot reserved as a
Receive Slot.


There are four most commonly used Access
Methods in typical MIDS/JTIDS networks.
The Dedicated access method allows only a
specific terminal to transmit in a designated slot
and all others are only allowed to receive in this
slot. A tanker aircraft broadcasting its location and
fuel state might use the Dedicated Access Mode,
while fighters would listen in this slot to monitor the
tanker.
The Dedicated With Time Slot Re-use access
method is similar to the Dedicated Access Mode,
but allows a commander to reallocate the specific
slot to a particular terminal.
The Contention Access Method mode allows all
terminals to transmit in a so designated slot. If a
'collision' occurs when two terminals try to access
the slot simultaneously, then the terminal with the
more powerful signal wins.
The Push-To-Talk (PTT) access method is used for
voice channels. Stations will not access the slot
until it is vacant and no other terminal is
transmitting in it.


Limitations and
strengths of
JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16
JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 provides tremendous
flexibility and has proven to be very useful
operationally. The US now uses it largely as a
substitute for classical IFF in combat. A number of
weapon datalinks recently trialled have been built
as derivatives of JTIDS, using unique message
formats but retaining the modulation scheme.
Of all of the established datalinks,
JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 is usually regarded to be the
most jam resistant. The combination of frequency
hopping, CCSK direct spreading, message random
jittering, double pulse redundancy and Reed-
Solomon coding essentially defeats simpler
jamming techniques and requires a combination of
high jam power, large jamming bandwidth and
smart modulation to produce serious jamming
effect.
JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 is not however without its
limitations and problems. The limited data
throughput is inherent in its basic architecture,
which makes it ill suited to the transmission of bulk
data such as ISR imagery or live video feeds. This
constrains its usage to situational awareness
functions, command and control, low data rate ISR
functions, and derivative functions such as weapon
guidance. In the long term it is likely to remain
used for these purposes.
A second key limitation is that it is not well adapted
to carrying ‘bursty’ computer traffic, as its ability to
rapidly reallocate slots is limited. This is another
inherent limitation of TDM systems and not one
easily changed.
The third key limitation is its complexity, which
drives up demands for skill levels in managing
networks. While a user of a terminal might get by
with training, which covers modes and message
formats, personnel who are required to configure
and manage networks require extensive and deep
training to be proficient – especially in
environments where jamming is expected.
Another issue frequently identified as a problem is
a propensity for overly enthusiastic use of net
stacking resulting in transmission errors and
unreliability. This in part relates to the previous
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limitation and the inherent issues when performing multiplexing
of spread spectrum channels. Every time an additional net is
stacked, some jam resistance is lost, as the noise floor seen by
platforms operating at the edge of the network pushes them
closer to viable operating limits.
While JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 is often seen as a panacea, it is not,
and using it successfully requires considerable insight into its
idiosyncrasies


JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16
terminals
A detailed survey of JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 terminal equipment is a
theme in its own right.
Early JTIDS terminals were prohibitively expensive, limited to
IJMS format messages, often bulky and used only for key
platforms. The more recent high volume production MIDS Low
Volume Terminal (MIDS-LVT) is much cheaper and more compact.
Designed for use across a wide range of platforms, especially
aircraft, a typical MIDS-LVT terminal is designed as a 'swap-out'
form factor replacement for existing TACAN terminals, retaining an
embedded TACAN transceiver as an option to cut integration
costs, as the MIDS-LVT terminal can reuse existing power,
cooling, antennas and cabling. It requires a Mil-Std-1553B or
other connection to the central mission computer, and local
machine software to access the network. Typical hardware costs
for this class of terminal are around $250,000 per terminal, with
around $250,000 per platform in software code to access the
terminal. Additional software integration costs may arise. Putting
MIDS-LVT terminals into 35 aircraft thus costs of the order of $20
million, or about $600,000 per aircraft.
Some estimates cited in Australia for network integration have
been ridiculously high, suggesting that the actual costs of
JTIDS/MIDS/Link-16 terminal integration are not widely
understood.
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The future
The long term US plan is to replace MIDS/JTIDS terminals over time with the new Joint
Tactical Radio System (JTRS or 'jitters'), which will exploit newer technologies such as
ad hoc networking. JTRS remains in development and delays have affected early
production of the basic equipment.
In the mean time, some enhancements are being introduced to MIDS/JTIDS to alleviate
- but not solve - problems arising from its basic design.
The Timeslot Reallocation (TSR) method is an additional Access Method (see above)
which attempts to automate reallocation of available timeslots depending on
immediate demand. What TSR does, via software enhancements in terminals, is to
allow terminals to advertise their immediate demand for network capacity to all other
terminals, upon which an algorithm in software in used to determine how many each
terminal can actually get.
Another enhancement is the Link-16 Enhanced Throughput (LET) capability developed
by Viasat in the US – intended to increase throughput. An LET capable terminal can
communicate with non-LET capable terminals, but not vice versa in LET mode.
LET works by replacing the spread spectrum and Reed-Solomon encoding with a
newer Reed-Solomon/Convolutional coding scheme, which can adapt to required link
capacity. LET can provide 3.33, 5.08, 7.75, 9.0 and 10.25 times more throughput than
the basic JTIDS modulation, but it does so at the expense of both jam resistance and
transmission range. The fastest LET mode may be unusable in many combat
environments.
Finally, encroachment into the JTIDS/MIDS portion 
of the L-band spectrum by civil operators will force 
the introduction of a 'frequency remapping' capability 
in future terminals, where the 51 hop frequencies 
are remapped to avoid the frequencies used by
civil operators.


Part 4 next issue ..
Networked Warfighting
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